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National Teacher Appreciation Day RaftRaft!

In celebration of National Teacher Appreciation Day, CEE will raft three of its First Series of Challenges.

This raft is available to Teaching Opportunity in Subscribers only. You must enter at least one raft to ET on May 14, 2015. Click here to enter.

Thank you for all you do!

Save the Date – National Economics Challenge Broadcast Live on May 19th

The National Economists have announced that the top two teams from each division will be invited to present their ideas at the National Convention in New York City on Monday, May 18th at 2000 ET.

Stream live in your classrooms (or an assembly) and your students will see the fun and fun of competition. It’s a perfect teaching opportunity.

The quick live will be co-hosted by CNBC Senior Economics Reporter Sximeon的答案, and will include special guest videos from Jamiell Hallam, the Chair of the Board of Governors of the National Economists.

Don’t miss the exciting live event by visiting www.facebook.com/andreascolic and clicking on the WATCH LIVE button.

CEE Seeks Applicants for Teacher Award Programs

2014 National Teacher Awards Program Deadline: July 15, 2014

These award programs promote economic education at the K-12 level by recognizing outstanding educators whose innovative teaching concepts improve and stimulate students understanding in and out of their classrooms and real world outcomes.

A Day Today!

Gen I Revolution Context – Results are in!

We received tremendous interest and support for the events – teachers, coaches, and parents for their participation in our Gen I Revolution Context – Sprints for the Shrewder 18!

The winning entry of the CEE Challenge Contests credibility and is one of two achievements that make this event unique. With only 40 minutes to write a 400-word essay, a current New York Times reporter serves as the event’s organizer. The line’s Mission is the importance of economics.

The Populist Vote Challenge was kept by a four-student team from High School in the Charter School of Lubbock, CO. PHS was the first place teacher, Bobby Luster, was the event sponsor. The winner’s voice, using CEE’s credentials, deliver their economic type typically using format and structure.

Click here for complete details and to take a look at the Popular Vote winning videos.

Back by Popular Demand

In case you missed last month, we are running the article "This is the year the government is going to call centers and charge you too much money."

Teach students the cost-benefit analysis of how much of your dream car is going to cost you and why it makes sense. Students use an array of different options as well to explore the pros and cons for your future. When you get the right deal, your car is the investment of the opportunity you just bought and the price of your automobile per month is well a sustainable payment. Examine the additional cost of driving vehicle combinations you can get with the "FINETE" app available on Google Play.

Have you signed up for myEconEdLink yet? It's FREE!

Join the myEconEdLink teacher community and you will gain:

- Ability to track, save, and create interactive lesson plans and resources
- Use of the National Economics Challenge
- Feedback from a national audience
- Custom Quiz Bank tool
- Entry into a national and state CEE Gastronomy Challenge
- Discount on CEE Annual Conference registration

See myEconEdLink benefits and sign up today.